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ACA and ACI collaborated to host their first Field Testing Certification and Workshop on April 19 and 20 in 
Moncton. Shown here, workshop instructor Bill Dooley (seated) watches as participant Mark Mumford of 
Quality Concrete in Kentville, N.S. puts what he learned to work.

Field Testing Certification and Workshop attracted a lot of participants. Thanks to Quality Concrete for 
hosting the event.

The challenge: delivering a technical 
certification program to a widespread 
and often remote workforce, which is 
often unable to travel to a centralized lo-
cation for program delivery. This would 
seem to be a situation tailor-made for 
Internet delivery, yet the challenge re-
mains unanswered.

The Canadian concrete industry has 
been seeking an online approach to de-
livery its Concrete Delivery Professional 
(CDP) certification for several years now. 

Earlier attempts were made, but so far, 
the program still relies on gathering 
trainees in a specific location for day-
long, in-person sessions.

The challenge is the need for hands-
on skill acquisition. No one has been 
able to crack the code for how to accom-
plish that remotely.

That’s why the Atlantic Concrete As-
sociation has approached Pixelyard in 
Bedford, Nova Scotia. The company 
specializes in developing custom in-
structional solutions and curriculum 
for trades and technical training organ-
izations. Pixelyard’s use of  high-fidelity 
3D models and simulations create ‘vir-

tual’ tools and equipment that over-
come the need for trainees to physically 
manipulate actual tools, but still get the 
experience and repetition required to 
acquire the requisite skills.

“We’ve been doing this for quite 
some time,” says Pixelyard’s Peter 
Moak. “We’re comfortable taking 
technical training and putting it on-
line. We put lots of  interactivity into it 
and bring the process alive. Taking a 
classroom course and converting it to 
online can be daunting for an associa-
tion, but it’s the kind of  thing we’ve 
been working with such groups to ac-
complish for a long time.”

This ACA initiative, which arose 
from the 2018 AGM and is paid for by 
the association, is expected to lead to 
other opportunities to expand the reach 
of  the new online CDP training once it’s 
up and running.

“The ACA board and education com-
mittee were looking for an efficient 
and cost-effective way for all members 
to access the CDP Certification,” says 
Karla Brown of  Casey Concrete, chair 
of  ACA’s education committee. “Pro-
viding this delivery will allow more 
of  our drivers to get valuable profes-
sional training without having to miss 
time or travel to do so.”

Association tapping expertise of local tech company to overcome need for hands-on component in remote learning

By Ken Partridge
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Making the case for concrete roadworks

The Atlantic Concrete Association 
(ACA) is hoping recent attention given to 
the success of  some concrete roads that 
were completed in Nova Scotia a number 
of  years ago will help support industry’s 
case “that concrete is a great building 
material of  choice and stands the test of  
time,” says president Jamie Reid.

A test 11-kilometre stretch of  con-
crete roadway on Highway 101 built 15 
years ago is slated for its first repair 
work since construction, part of  the 
provincial Department of  Transporta-
tion and Infrastructure Renewal’s five-
year plan.

“It takes that long and longer to 
achieve a real-life expectancy,” Reid 
says. “Those results are in now and 
look positive, showing concrete really 
is a long-term, cost-effective choice.”

Besides tendering a call to conduct 
concrete repairs on the 101, the five-
year plan also calls for repair work to 
a 4.7 km stretch of  concrete highway 
near Oxford. Built in 1994, it has per-
formed even better than the 101 stretch.

Marla MacInnis, spokesperson for 
the Nova Scotia Department of  Trans-
portation and Infrastructure Renewal 
(TIR), says the concrete section of  High-

way 101 “has not performed as well as 
the section on Highway 104. Highway 
101 has seen substantially more crack-
ing after fewer years of  service than 
Highway 104.”

Never-the-less, “a life cycle cost analy-
sis of  concrete pavement over a 40-year 
period, with a four per cent discount 
rate applied, sees about 40 per cent main-
tenance cost savings when compared to 
flexible pavements over that period,” 
MacInnis says. “Where concrete pave-
ment has been used in Nova Scotia, 
there was a significant life cycle cost 
analysis premium placed on them in the 
tender to even the playing field with as-
phalt’s lower construction costs.”

While its been shown that concrete 
pavement can offer a decreased cost 
and longer lifecycle, one of  the “stick-
ing points” to more concrete highway 
construction in Atlantic Canada “is the 
equipment to place the concrete is not 
owned by any company in Atlantic Can-
ada so it’s the ‘chicken and egg’ story,” 
Reid says. “The multi-million-dollar in-
vestment into the equipment will need a 
guarantee of  sorts by the province that 
contracts will be awarded for concrete 
construction before the investment by 
Ready Mix producers and contractors 
will be realized. If  that guarantee can 
happen, then the investment will be 

Steve Peters takes a class through the Concrete Basic Principles and Practices course in Halifax March 20 
and 21. The practical part of the course was hosted by Quality Concrete.

By Kathy Johnson

NOVATRUCKCENTRES.CA | DARTMOUTH | TRURO | WESTVILLE

WE HELP YOU KEEP ON TRUCKIN' 

SALES, PARTS & SERVICE IS WHAT WE DO. 
LET'S WORK TOGETHER.
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made for highway construction.”
Another sticking point is traffic volume.
“Concrete pavement becomes com-

petitive with asphalt and more cost 
effective in areas with high traffic vol-
umes and heavy trucks stopping and 
turning,” MacInnis says. “Therefore, 
concrete is not as competitive in juris-
dictions such as the Maritimes.”

Reid says in the short term, “I believe 
government at the municipal and prov-
incial levels should take notice of  the 
concrete highways results and should 
be looking into more concrete round-
abouts, high traffic intersections, park-
ing facilities, and bus stop locations 
made of  concrete. Concrete highways 
must be looked at as an investment into 
the future to achieve lower operating 
costs over it’s life span. Though con-
crete quite often has a higher initial 
cost, when you look at the products’ 
life cycle, the total cost of  ownership 

is typically less for concrete than other 
building materials. As our tagline says, 
‘Build for Life!’”

To draw more attention to the use 
of  concrete, Reid says the association 
participated in a Concrete Lobby Days 
in Ottawa in 2017. The major goal was 
to educate key federal government de-
cision makers and influencers on the 
advantages of  using concrete in many 
different construction projects.

Nova Scotia’s TIR does have plans to 
use concrete pavement in at least one 
other project this year and will also be 
allowing concrete bids on upcoming 
100-series twinning construction.

“Concrete pavement will be used for 
the Kelly Lake Scale approach and exit 
ramps this year,” MacInnis says, “and 
a life cycle cost analysis will also like-
ly be performed to allow for concrete 
bids on our upcoming 100-series twin-
ning work.”
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Dartmouth Nova Scotia with a 2nd location opening in Bedford July 3rd! 

AVALON WATERWAYS 9 DAY ACTIVE DISCOVERY RIVER CRUISE ON THE DANUBE
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Val Would Love To Help You Plan This Beautiful Journey! 
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902-469-5100 | www.thompsonsmoving.ca

Legalization of cannabis will bring insurance 
issues for industry

When the sale of  cannabis becomes 
legal in Canada later this year, Ste-
ven Bates is convinced it will present 
challenges for companies in the con-
crete industry.

“It’s something companies should 
have on their radar now,” says Bates, 
vice president of  Stanhope Simpson 
Insurance in Halifax and a commercial 
insurance broker.

The law will see cannabis move from 
the category of  an illegal drug to a con-

trolled substance, like alcohol. Bates says 
the onus will be on companies to put 
policies and procedures in place aimed 
at ensuring employee use of  marijuana 
is on their own time and won’t impact 
their performance on the job.

“The industry needs clarity from gov-
ernment on the regulation,” says Kevin 
Nickerson of  Quality Concrete in Dart-
mouth. “At this point the construction 
sector doesn’t have any clear direction.”

Bates says he would like to see the 
insurance industry be proactive on the 
issue and develop some guidelines for 
clients. While it would be impossible to 
plan for every eventuality, he says such 

Halifax was the scene for the ACA Concrete Pump Operators Safety Workshop on March 24, during the 
same time another course, on CDP certification, was underway in Moncton.

guidelines could alert clients to areas 
they should be concerned about.

Company guidelines should be like 
those surrounding alcohol. The issue 
isn’t quite as simple as making sure 
workers don’t come to work high or use 
marijuana on the work site. There could 
also be issues surrounding the use of  
cannabis the night before and whether 
that can impact their ability to do the job 
the next morning.

Bates says companies must have clear 
policies even when something is legal 
or controlled.

“It’s like texting and driving. Every-
body knows you shouldn’t do it, but 
there should still be clear policies and 
procedures in place,” Bates says.

There are still several unknown fac-
tors regarding the law, the least of  which 
is the exact implementation date. It was 
slated to be July 1 when the government’s 
decision to proceed with legalization was 
announced. However, the measure has 
been held up in the Senate and it could 
be late summer or early fall before it’s in 
force. Little is also known about what re-
sources might be available to employers 

to deal with any potential issues.
Bates suggests companies begin de-

veloping policies with the view “there 
will always be those who push the limits” 
and suggests managers and site super-
visors be aware and on the lookout for 
potential problems.

“At the end of  the day, it’s the com-
pany’s reputation that is on the line,” 
Bates says.

It will take some time for all the im-
plications surrounding legalization to 
be worked out for employers, including 
those in the concrete industry. There 
could well be some issues that will even-
tually be worked out by the courts, a pro-
cess that often takes months or years.

Even now, when only medical mari-
juana is legal, there are issues for em-
ployers regarding privacy and health 
and wellness if  an employee is using 
marijuana for medical reasons, but 
the employer deems it as impacting job 
performance.

“While there will definitely be some 
growing pains to be worked out, employ-
ers must be proactive and begin to plan 
now,” Bates says.

By Andy Walker
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Geroquip wish to congratulate Superior Foundations for their Schwing 36meter Concrete Boom Pump and  
Trailer Pump(SP1000) acquisition.  Those equipment will help to support the company development and allow 
to seek bigger projects.  Superior Foundations invest time and energy to service their customers.  They are 
looking forward for other business opportunity to keep growing in their market place.

Geroquip has been an industry leader for more than 30 years. They specialize in the distribution of construction 
equipment and materials in the concrete market place. Through the years they established a strong reputation 
as a reliable distributor of concrete pumps and parts for the pumping industry. 

150981

Joe Troiano: 1-877-978-0200  |  jtroiano@geroquip.com

Kevin Nickerson and Steve Peters share a laugh during the 2018 AGM.

Who says AGMs aren’t romantic? Mexico’s Playa del 
Carmen seems the perfect background for Francis 
Forlini and Julie Richard.

Scenes from Atlantic Concrete Association’s 2018 Annual General Meeting

The 2018 ACA Executive includes Scott Flemming, Past President; Jamie Reid, President; Pam Woodman, Executive 
Director; Kevin Nickerson, Vice President; and Steve Peters, Treasurer.

Enjoying dinner at the ACA AGM are, from left, Donna Kline, Pam Woodman, Tanya Moore, Darren Cross, Bryant Deveaux, Julie Marston, Sarah Stephens, Steve Peters, Scott Flemming, and David Kline.
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Scenes from Atlantic Concrete Association’s 2018 Annual General Meeting
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profession.

Construction is our
passion.

Independent.  Local.  Professional.
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Construction is not just another target market at Stanhope 
Simpson. It’s what we do best. We insure and bond more ready 

mix than any other broker in the Maritimes.

Schedule a consultation today with our President, Victoria 
Stanhope, MBA and her team of dedicated construction 
insurance & surety bonding specialists and experience 

the Stanhope Simpson difference.
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BENEFITS FOR CONSTRUCTION
INDUSTRY EMPLOYEES

CALL 902-453-6248
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Dave Kline, Darren Cross, 
Alex Kennedy, and Paul 
Gallagher during a 2018 
 AGM session.

The Atlantic Concrete Association recently held its annual general meeting in Mexico, Feb. 
25 to March 4 at Playa del Carmen. Members paid their own way to the event and report 
the week-long event was highly productive, resulting in several initiatives that will come 
together later this year and into 2019.
“The 2018 offshore AGM presented a great opportunity for our producer and supplier 
members to discuss the industry’s successes and challenges, while also allowing time for 
networking,” says ACA President Jamie Reid. “Holding meetings in a different country pre-
sents a unique set of challenges for our staff. I would like to thank our Executive Director, Pam 
Woodman, for all of her hard work in ensuring we had all of the pieces in place to allow for an 
effective and productive week of meetings.”
Reid says, “In order for any AGM to be a success it takes a commitment from our members. 
With an offshore AGM there are additional time and financial commitments for all attendees. 
Through registration fees, the attendees bare all of the costs of the AGM’s events, such as 
executive director travel, meeting space fees, and other AGM requirements. I would like thank 
all of the AGM’s attendees for making our 2018 offshore AGM a huge success.”
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FRONT-LINE ACTION  
TO REDUCE CO2  

IN CONCRETE   
SOURCING INNOVATIVE RAW MATERIALS  

As a leader in the production and supply of Ready-Mix concrete, Quality Concrete Inc, 
is raising awareness with their employees and customers of their commitment to 
reducing CO2 produced in the production and supply of concrete. Committing  
to sustainable choices through material selection and the purchasing of beneficial  
raw materials is one key component to Quality’s continued success. 

Contempra, also known as Portland Limestone Cement (PLC), offers a great way to  
reduce CO2 emissions in the production of cement without affecting concrete performance.

“Portland limestone cement is a contemporary 
cement engineered for today’s needs. The use of Portland 
limestone cement in manufacturing concrete decreases 
CO2 emissions by 10% while still producing concrete with 
the same level of strength and durability while generating 
significantly less greenhouse gases.” - Travis Smith, LafargeHolcim

Fly ash, a byproduct of coal generated power, has been used over the decades 
to improve the quality of our ready mix concrete. Fly ash not only improves the 
quality but also reduces the material being deposited into landfills and reduces 
cement required in our overhaul production. Every tonne of fly ash used in concrete 
production means a reduction of one tonne of greenhouse gas through reduced 
cement consumption.

“Including fly ash and Contempra in our regular 
production whenever available is a frontline action in 
reducing CO2 associated with the production of our 
products. These two key ingredients are integral in  
concrete of superior caliber, consistency and durability  
to a demanding market.” - Tanya Owens, Quality Concrete Inc.

IMPROVING>

• Upcoming Events

Aug. 17 to 19: 2018 Summer Family Fun Board 
Meeting, Rodd Brundenell River Resort, P.E.I.

Sept. 13: 2018 Annual Golf Tournament, Royal 
Oaks Golf Course, Moncton, N.B.

Feb. 21 to 23: 2019 ConAtlantic, Halifax Delta, 
Halifax, N.S.

• Lisa Brinson joined the staff of ACA at the 
start of 2018. She comes to us from a long career 
in administration and both mortgage and retail 
finance. She also had her own organizational ser-

vices company for three years. She comes from an 
industry where client care is king and is perpetu-
ally thrilled to hear from the membership. She 
greets every question, query, or quandary with a 
can-do attitude and positive energy. She and Pam 
work well together and are quickly becoming a 
‘dynamic duo’ who play on each other’s strengths 
and creativity. Such a positive working relation-
ship in the office has already lent itself to offering 
creative new approaches to educational efforts 
and membership benefits. In her spare time, she 
is a devoted mother and wife. She has two teen-
age daughters, a husband, and a small, domestic 
‘zoo’ that keep her on her toes. Her passions in-
clude music in all forms, writing for several online 
publications, constant home renovation, cooking, 
and making endless ‘to do’ lists for the simple joy 

of crossing items off. Please join us in welcoming 
Lisa to the Association.

• Birth Announcement: Congratulations to 
Travis Richard (Shaw Resources) and Tara Sobey 
on the birth of their daughter, Halle Quinn Ri-
chard, born May 22, weighing 6 lbs 15 oz., and 
19.5 inches long.

• Feedback from past attendees of ConAtlantic 
have led to a revitalization of the event. The 2019 
version will see the Atlantic Concrete Association 
and the American Concrete Institute work together 
to deliver new topics, new speakers, and a greater 
emphasis on professional development. Long 
known for presenting highly technical sessions 
not for the faint of heart, the 2019 agenda calls 
for more accessible subjects presented in more 
attendee-friendly formats. High profile speakers 

are being sought, and the event will include so-
cial events that allow attendees more direct, one-
on-one access to the presenters for even greater 
learning opportunities.

• According to the Portland Cement Asso-
ciation, the rigidity of concrete pavement can 
enhance the fuel efficiency of vehicles that travel 
on roads when compared to other pavements. If 
concrete pavements were used by the U.S. road 
system, the PCA predicts fuel consumption would 
decrease by an estimated three per cent nation-
wide, equating to a reduction in fuel consumption 
of 273 million barrels of crude oil a year, and a 
corresponding reduction decrease of greenhouse 
gas emissions by 51.2 million short tons. These re-
sults appeared in a 2017 PCA flyer on the concrete 
industry in Maryland.

Ready Mix Briefs
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PICTOU – Construction of  Pic-
tou’s new water treatment facility is  
progressing well, and part of  the suc-
cess has stemmed from the project’s 
concrete supplier.

Casey Concrete fulfilled the project’s 
needs from its Trenton location, al-
though the long-standing company has 
11 locations throughout Atlantic Canada.

“The job went very well,” says Dave 
Lemmon, the batch plant operator at the 

company’s Trenton site. The project it-
self  came along quickly. They used a var-
iety of  strengths (of  concrete) through-
out the project.”

In his latest update on the project, pro-
ject manager Kyle Slaunwhite says the 
plant continues to progress on time and 
on budget. He has been overseeing the 
project, which is expected to be complete 
and online by Sept. 1.

Most recently, the concrete floors were 
poured, and interior walls are going 
up. The building’s area is nearly 3,200 
square feet.

Slaunwhite says construction of  Pic-
tou’s new water treatment facility has 
fuelled his passion for the work he does 
for the town.

He went back to school to get an MBA 
and from that achieved a project manage-
ment professional designation. He says 
he appreciates the colleagues he works 
with for the town.

“I realized that is where my passion 
lies,” he says. “We have a great team, so 
that makes it that much more enjoyable.”

The project costs $5 million and in-
cludes pressure zones to produce good 
water pressure throughout the town’s 
higher and lower elevations. Two-thirds 
of  the cost was from federal and provin-
cial sources and the town has financed 
the rest.

The end goal of  building the new treat-
ment plant off  Wellington Street is to 
achieve better quality water. The plant 
isn’t far from the series of  13 wells locat-
ed on the edge of  town off  Division Road.

Nine wells are operating now to  
meet the town’s current needs, Slaun-
white says. About half  of  the town’s 
water comes from two of  the largest  
volume wells.

“We’re keeping the others off-line until 
the treatment plant is operating,” Slaun-
white says.

Pictou’s residents have endured oc-
casional off-colour water for years, but 
the new plant’s more sophisticated filter 
system is designed to solve the problem. 
Slaunwhite does caution that the impact 
will not be obvious right away.

“Water discolouration will not be im-
mediately fixed as the distribution will 
still have sediment. We’ll be doing exten-
sive flushing to remove it as efficiently  
as possible.”

Dr. Soley Einarsdottir is a Materials Consultant and a recent addition to the 
Geotechnical group in our Dartmouth, NS office. Soley has expertise on Alkali-Silica 
Reaction in concrete, and testing concrete & materials for mix designs and durability.
Drop by our Dartmouth office, or contact her at soley.einarsdottir@stantec.com 
—she’d love to hear from you!

Welcome Dr. Soley Einarsdottir 
to the Atlantic concrete community!
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Pictou’s new water treatment facility is currently under construction, but expected to be finished by Sept. 1.
Goodwin photo

Treatment plant helps  
Pictou improve water
By Steve Goodwin

Continued on page 8
The exterior of Pictou’s new water treatment plant 
is mostly complete while work continues inside.
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What will improve water 
quality is the two series of  four 
tanks containing sand and spe-
cial chemicals. Their principal 
purpose is to remove the iron 
that causes the water’s reddish-
brown colour, and manganese 
that causes the darker colour.

“The current system is over-
worked,” Slaunwhite says. 
“Everything will be more effi-
cient, and the water will have  
a much better quality leaving 
the plant.”

The treatment may also mean 

less chlorine is required to 
make the water safe to drink. 
Slaunwhite says better treated 
water will represent one reason 
for people to choose to live in 
Pictou, whose population has 
dropped to less than 3,200 people 
in recent years.

“We’re going to have a state-of-
the-art plant that can treat water 
for years to come, and if  Pictou 
doubles in population we’ll be 
ready for that. We don’t want 
people to have any reason not to 
come to Pictou.”

Besides water quality, water 
pressure and water supply have 

been emphasized. A water tow-
er was installed to better meet 
those two goals.

“The water tower holds a lot of  
water, 800,000 gallons if  filled to 
the top,” Slaunwhite says. “With 
the water treatment plant, it will 
be filled all the time.”

The two pressure zones that 
are part of  the project are be-
ing located near the Pictou Fire 
Department and at the corner 
of  High and Wellington Streets. 
Slaunwhite says the pressure 
zones will increase pressure in 
areas with lower than preferred 
water pressure.

The new water treatment facility will include pressure zones to produce good 
water pressure throughout the town’s higher and lower elevations.

Continued from page 7
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